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Electric resistance of magnetic domain wall in NiFe wires with CoSm
pinning pads

T. Nagahama,a) K. Mibu, and T. Shinjo
Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University, Uji Kyoto-fu 611-0011, Japan

The contribution of a magnetic domain wall to electric resistivity was measured using NiFe wires
~width: 1 mm! partially covered with hard magnetic pads~CoSm!. When the wire is covered with
N pinning pads,2N domain walls can be produced in the wire by reversing the magnetization only
at the uncovered parts. The resistance for the magnetically saturated state~no domain wall structure!
and that for the magnetic structure with2Ndomain walls were compared at zero applied field. It was
found that the resistance is smaller when magnetic domain walls exist, and that the domain wall
resistance is almost temperature independent. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-8979~00!38608-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently electric transport properties through magnetic
domain walls have been attracting much attention. Gregg
et al.1 studied the magnetoresistance of a Co thin film that
has a stripe domain structure, and concluded that the resis-
tance increases when domain walls exist due to an analogous
effect with the giant magnetoresistance~GMR!. Mibu et al.2

measured the magnetoresistance of a Bloch-wall-type mag-
netic structure using exchange-spring bilayers and observed
a similar increase of resistance. Theoretically, Chang and
Levy3 expanded the two current model used for understand-
ing GMR to domain wall systems, and explained the increase
of resistance by a magnetic domain wall. On the other hand,
there are several reports that conclude that a domain wall
causes a decrease in resistance.4–6 Honget al.4 measured the
resistance of a Ni nanowire and found that the resistance
jumped down at the coercive field, where domain walls are
nucleated. Tatara and Fukuyama7 proposed, from the weak
localization regime, that decoherence of electrons due to a
magnetic domain wall makes the resistivity smaller. Ruedi-
geret al.6 fabricated epitaxial Fe nanowires. The existence of
a domain wall caused a decrease of resistance, and they at-
tributed this decrease to suppression of surface scattering due
to the change of Lorentz force direction in neighboring do-
mains.

Here we report an experiment using NiFe wires partially
pinned by hard magnetic CoSm pads. The wire is magneti-
cally composed of two parts; one is free areas that have a
small coercive field and the other is pinned areas that have a
large coercive field. In a weak magnetic field, only the mag-
netization in the free parts changes the direction, and there-
fore 2N magnetic domain walls are nucleated at the boundary
between two different areas.~Here,N is the number of pin-
ning pads.! The resistance was compared for the no-wall
state and2N wall state at zero external field. The difference
of the resistance between the two states was also measured as
a function of temperature.

II. EXPERIMENT

The sample was composed of a NiFe wire~thickness:
200 Å, width: 1 mm, length: 300mm! and CoSm pinning
pads. A schematic image of the sample is shown in Fig. 1~a!.
Every part, i.e., a NiFe wire, CoSm pads, and Cu electrodes,
was prepared by a lift-off technique. The deposition and lift-
off were repeated three times to prepare the sample. CoSm
pads were made by alternate deposition of Co~5 Å! and Sm~3
Å! with an external field of 600 Oe applied along the wire
direction. This CoSm layer has an in-plane uniaxial anisot-
ropy and a large coercive force. The resistance was measured
by a conventional four-terminal method. The electrodes were

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
taro@jrcat.or.jp

FIG. 1. The schematic image of:~a! a typical sample~top view!, ~b! no-wall
state~magnetically saturated state!~side view!, and ~c! 2N wall state~side
view!.
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deposited at several points across the NiFe wire, so that we
can choose the number of CoSm pads between the voltage
terminals.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows a minor hysteresis loop of the magne-
toresistance~MR! curve for a NiFe wire with three CoSm
pinning pads. The starting point was the magnetic saturated
state in a negative applied field@Fig. 1~b!#. When a magnetic
field was applied to the opposite direction, the resistance
decreased abruptly at a certain magnetic fieldHn . Then, the
resistance slightly increased, and started to decrease again at
Hb . When the magnetic field was decreased from 800 Oe,
the resistance first changed almost reversibly down toHn .
The resistance decreased slightly until the magnetic field
went across zero, and returned to the saturated value abruptly
at Hr . This change in MR curve is understood as follows: At
Hn , antiparallel magnetic domains were nucleated in the
NiFe wire, with the magnetic domain walls situated at the
boundary between the pinned area and the free area@Fig. 1
~c!#. When the magnetic field exceededHb , the magnetic
moments of the NiFe layer in the pinned area started to rotate
gradually like soft magnetic layers in exchange-spring
bilayers.8 When the magnetic field was reversed, the magne-
tization returned reversibly down toHb . This spring magne-
tization process~i.e., reversible magnetization process! is
evidence that the NiFe wire was magnetically pinned by the
CoSm pads at the interface between NiFe and CoSm. The
magnetic domain walls remained down toHr , and atHr

they were annihilated. The reason why the resistance de-
crease fromHb to Hr is not clear, but that can be concerned
with the magnetic structure of domain walls that changes
slightly in this field range. If the magnetic structure does not
change, the resistance should be kept constant.

It should be noticed that both no-wall state@Fig. 1~b!#
and 2N wall state @Fig. 1~c!# are realized at zero external
field. Obviously there is a difference of resistanceDR be-
tween the2N wall state and the no-wall state; the2N wall
state has a smaller resistance than the no-wall state. This
result shows that the domain wall contributes to negative
MR. Figure 3 shows the dependence ofDR on the wall num-
ber at 5 K. A linear relation was obtained in theDR vs N
plot, andDR per wall was estimated to be about 0.17V. We
calculated the length of the domain wall under the assump-
tion that DR is totally due to anisotropic magnetoresistance

~AMR! originating from the magnetic moments that make
certain angles with the electric current direction. For simplic-
ity, the angle of the magnetic moment in the wall was as-
sumed to change linearly. Then the length of the domain wall
was estimated to be about 1mm. This value seems too long
because usually the width of a domain wall is several hun-
dreds Å. However, in a head-on-head wall in a nanowire, a
longer and complex domain wall structure was observed by
magnetic force microscope~MFM! measurement.9 In this
way, the observed decrease in magnetoresistance can be ex-
plained by the AMR effect in the domain walls.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence ofDR for
NiFe wires with 1–4 pinning pads. Here, the ordinary mag-
netoresistance observed for epitaxial Fe wires6 is negligible,
because the mean free path is not so long in these samples.
The values ofDR did not depend on temperature and this
tendency is similar to that of AMR. This is more evidence
that the difference of the resistance at zero field is mainly
due to the AMR effect in the magnetic domain walls.

IV. SUMMARY

We fabricated NiFe wires partially covered by CoSm
pinning pads, and compared the resistance between the no-
wall state and the wall-existing state at zero field. The mag-
netic domain wall decreased the resistance by 0.17V per
wall and the effect did not depend on temperature. The de-
crease can be attributed to the AMR effect with the assump-
tion that the length of the wall is about 1mm.

FIG. 2. The minor loop of the magnetoresistance of a NiFe~200 Å! wire
with three CoSm~400 Å! pads at 5 K. FIG. 3. DR vs number of domain walls.

FIG. 4. The plot of temperature dependence ofDR for the NiFe wire with:
~s!: zero,~d!: one,~j!: two, ~m!: three, and~h!: four pinning pads.
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